
VALUE PROPOSITION AND CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION

Knowing your marketâ€”and the many idiosyncratic pockets of customer behavior Our segmentation and value
proposition engagements have helped clients.

Pain severity Customer pain varies in its severity from extreme to moderate. It could refer to the work they are
trying to get done, needs that they are trying to satisfy or challenges that they are trying to overcome. Here are
some key discoveries so far, and I look forward to reading the final book: 1. Gains on the other hand are
specific results that a customer wants to achieve or, in the case of pains, avoid. Instead, specify how much
salary increase the customer wants or what amount of time will be deemed too long by the customer.
Customer Gains Patients: a bank of information at their fingertips which removes the need for guesswork. The
Value Proposition Canvas was initially developed by Dr Alexander Osterwalder as a framework to ensure that
there is a fit between the product and market. Going further An additional step is to investigate the extent to
which a company has a competitive advantage in those areas to ensure that the value proposition is unique and
sufficiently differentiated. A customer profile should be created for each customer segment, as each segment
has distinct gains, pains and jobs. Supporting Jobs Customers also consume or buy value, thereby performing
a supporting job. The Touch screen was an unexpected gain for customers of Apple. A Tastemaker is someone
with very specific tastes and is followed by an audience who have similar tastes and look to him for cues on
what products to try and what services to adopt. Social Jobs These describe how a customer wants to project
him or herself in a social setting. Customer Gains Customer Gains are results or benefits that customers desire.
Products and services â€” the products and services which create gain and relieve pain, and which underpin
the creation of value for the customer. One such desired gain is for smartphones to be easily synced with other
devices. Our segmentation and value proposition engagements have helped clients: Clearly define where to
target and not to target Prioritize resources on high-profit potential customers Build more effective messaging
Develop more effective marketing and customer strategy Determine necessary investments in capabilities to
improve position in the market RELATED INSIGHTS. Achieving fit between the value proposition and
customer profile After listing gain creators, pain relievers and products and services, each point identified can
be ranked from nice to have to essential in terms of value to the customer. Undesired outcomes, problems and
characteristics Customer pains are of the following types: functional, social, emotional and ancillary. Pain
relievers â€” a description of exactly how the product or service alleviates customer pains. Leveraging this
value proposition, Amazon began offering its IT infrastructure through cloud services to business customers.
These archetypes are as follows: A Curator is someone who sifts through a lot of information and options
available and funnels the relevant options to his or her audience. Customer Profile Gains â€” the benefits
which the customer expects and needs, what would delight customers and the things which may increase
likelihood of adopting a value proposition. Customers can be segmented into distinct groups based on needs,
behaviors and other traits that they share. A fit is achieved when the products and services offered as part of
the value proposition address the most significant pains and gains from the customer profile. Both groups of
people strongly oppose each other but both support the Twilight product series. Before creating a customer
profile, one must understand the various archetypes customers typically fall into. Think Team Edward vs.
Value Map Gain creators â€” how the product or service creates customer gains and how it offers added value
to the customer. Let us know in the commentsâ€¦ Related Resources:. An organization can choose to target a
single group or multiple groups through its products and services.


